Facade mounted PV

FACTS
RI.SE - AWITAR

The colorful 50.000 kWh PV installation covers 550 sqm on a number of facades of Sweden’s new RISE research center for EMC. The Building houses
a 2.600 sqm EMC test chamber to test, among other things, vehicle systems
and electronicsunder controlled conditions.
The blue-green color of the panels is achieved using structural colors where
a nano scale lattice on the rear of the glass reflects only certain wavelengths
and only in certain directions. Depending on the viewer’s position and the
direction of the sun, the colours may shift from dark blue or green to a very
bright and metallic from panel to panel, providing an ever changing and colorful spectacle, while only marginally influencing the energy production of the
solar cells in the panels.

Architect:
Activation year:
Area: 550 sqm
Installed effect: 50.000 kWh
Color & finish: Blue-green PVD, satin glass,
flat mounting

By extensively integrating BIPV in new buildings the environmental footprint
can be minimized to help achieve a nZEB or Net-Zero building and meet or
exceed LEED and DGNB requirements. By utilizing larger and uniform panel
sizes and flat mounting these on the facade the cost can be lowered while
maintaining energy production and without sacrificing the architectural design
and visual expression. By manufacturing entirely in Europe and using only
sustainable energy whereever possible in our production pipeline, we can
ensure a low documented LCC and responsive realization as well as after
market support.
SolarLab’s design and engineering resources are available in design-assist
and FEED projects for concept exploration and design development in the
pre-tender phases to de-risk the use of BIPV and to expand the architectural
freedom, but also to support the tendering and approval process with our
experts and functional prototypes.
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